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ANTELOPE ENTERPRISE
The content and document management software for enterprise

ANTELOPE ENTERPRISE
Antelope Enterprise optimizes your business process and
content management, enabling you to work smarter and
more efficiently. Antelope is the only single platform that
provides manifold support from beginning to end: transactional content processing, document management, content
consolidation, project monitoring, data analyzing and
business process management, etc.
Antelope supports your business and allows you to access
your information anytime, anywhere, and keep your
business stay ahead of the industry.

We make humanware
whichmeet the future
needs of our customers.

CAPTURE INFORMATION WISELY
Antelope cognitive data capture greatly reduces the
time spent on document processing. Automation
allows a company to significantly reduce the time of
manually processing document from minutes to
seconds.
With the development of Antelope cognitive data
capture, which constantly gathers information and
self-learning, it learns to become more efficient and
reduces common human errors.
Antelope cognitive data capture can do the same
tasks, but less in time and reduced errors. More
documents can be processed simultaneously, but less
double-checking and repeated manually, leaving more
time for higher priority tasks, leading to higher
efficiency and productivity.

EMPOWER COLLABORATION
Collaborative Edit function allowing multiple users to
work on same files at same time. Users can even work
on same and can be anywhere in the world accessing
Antelope from any device.
Participate in business processes from anywhere by
approving documents and viewing their approval
history directly in the details panel.
Inviting others to work with you on the same document is a one click. You can embed your documents
anywhere and even share documents with other
users in a limited access mode.
Sign and validate documents with digital signatures.

SAVE MORE TIME ON DOCUMENT
COMPARISON
Easily compare documents or multiple versions of files using a
side-by-side view to quickly spot changes by eye.
Compare two versions of a document to see exactly what has
changed with artificial text compare function. Works with any file
type – including Word, PDF, or image documents. Compare in the
office or on-the-go.

HASSEL FREE ON CONTENT APPROVAL
BEFORE PUBLISHING
Instead of keeping several versions of a document in different
places, you get a single master document that everybody can
access. Everyone on the team can circulate and edit easily at
any time to streamlines communications and enhance the
productivity of your team.
Your team members can also send the final version for your
approval and comment, to minimizes the necessity of meetings and calls to update a piece of work. You can solve
conflicting feedback in real-time, work on the best ideas
quickly, and save time consolidating feedback across email.
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We have the best mission in the world - helping you stay ahead of the market while
streamlining your work process.
We specialize in intelligent content management and business process automation.
Our ground-breaking solutions include electronic forms, workflow, form capturing,
email archiving, electronic data flow, electronic signature, and mobile solutions that
create efficient workflows and shorten time to boost organizational productivity.
With over 20 years of enterprise business solution history, we live and breathe this
fast-paced market. We have acquired the ability to quickly respond to its changing
demands and provide trusted consultation on how to fully utilize the features and
advanced functionality of your custom system, empower your productivity, and scale
your business.
Enterprise workflow powered by Antelope – experience digital transformation in all its
glory.
Learn more about Antelope at antelope.com and follow us on https://www.facebook.com/antelopeasia.
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